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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2], Dixon defined “varieties of Banach algebras” and proved an 
analogue of Birkhoff’s Theorem (see [ 1, p. 1701) on varieties of universal 
algebras (Theorem 1.3). The purpose of this paper is to exhibit the struc- 
ture of the lattice of all varieties of Banach algebras, and we construct 
uncountable chains and antichains of varieties of Banach algebras. We also 
show that certain important varieties cannot be defined by inequalities on 
the norms of homogeneous polynomials alone. 
The word “polynomial” will mean a polynomial in several non-commut- 
ing variables without constant term. 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let {Ai}i,, be a family of Banach algebras. Their 
product is the algebra 
{ 
(xi)EnAi:sup~Ilxill:iEI}<OO 
I 
with the norm 
II (xi)ll = suP{ llxi II : i E I>. 
1.2. DEFINITION. A non-empty class P’ of Banach algebras is said to be 
a variety if there is a non-negative real-valued function p of’ on the set 
of all polynomials, such that I/ is precisely the class of Banach algebras A 
for which 
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for each polynomial p(X, , X,, . . . . X,), where 
IlPllA =suP{IIph x2> “.9 X,)II:XjEAy IlXill<l (l<iGn)}. 
1.3. THEOREM (Dixon). For a non-empty class of Banach algebras, the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) V is closed under taking closed subalgebras, quotient algebras, 
products and images under isometric isomorphisms; 
(ii) V is a variety. 
1.4. DEFINITIONS. (i) A Q-algebra is a Banach algebra which is bicon- 
tinuously isomorphic with the quotient of a uniform algebra by a closed 
ideal. If the isomorphism is isometric, then it is said to be an ZQ-algebra. 
(ii) An R-algebra is a Banach algebra which is bicontinuously 
isomorphic with a closed subalgebra of B(H), for some Hilbert space ZX If 
the isomorphism is isometric, then it is said to be an ZR-algebra (operator 
algebra). 
2. CHARACTERIZATIONS 
Let C be a class of Banach algebras. Then (a) S(C), (b) Q(C), and 
(c) P(C) denote, respectively, the class of all Banach algebras isometrically 
isomorphic to (a) closed subalgebras of Banach algebras in C, (b) quotient 
algebras of Banach algebras in C and (c) products of families of Banach 
algebras in C. 
Let V(C) be the intersection of all varieties containing C. Then V(C) is 
a variety and is called the variety generated by C. If C consists of a single 
Banach algebra A then V(C) is written as V(A) and is said to be singly 
generated. 
Remark. The varieties of all ZQ-algebras and all ZR-algebras are 
generated by @ and B(H) (see [3, p. 216]), respectively, where H is the 
separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let C be a non-empty class of Banach algebras. Then 
V(C) = QSP( C). 
Proof The proof is completely standard and we omit it. 
2.2. DEFINITION. By a Banach algebra law, or simply a law, we mean a 
formal expression 
llpll G K (*) 
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where p is a polynomial and K E R. If A is a Banach algebra, we say that 
A satisfies the law (*) if 
By Definition 1.2, each variety is determined by a family of laws. But 
among such families one is particularly noteworthy; namely, the family 
of laws with minimal right-hand sides K. The function giving these 
right-hand sides is the following. 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let V be a variety and p a polynomial. We define 
IPIv=~uP~IlPll.:~~ v. 
The following theorem shows that this supremum is always obtained. 
2.4. THEOREM. For each variety V, there is a CE V such that, for all 
Pobomials P, IPI v= lIPllc. 
Proof: For every polynomial p and every E >O we may define 
A(P, 6)~ V such that IIPIL,~~,~~~ lplv-&. Let 
the product being taken over all polynomials p and all E > 0. Then C E V 
and I( pII c = I pi v for all polynomials p. 
2.5. COROLLARY. Each variety of Banach algebras is singly generated. 
2.6. COROLLARY. Let V, and V, be two varieties. Then V, E V2 if and 
only if for all polynomials p, 
IPI Y, < IPI v2. 
We note that, partially ordered by inclusion, the class of all varieties is 
a complete lattice. 
2.7. LEMMA. Let A, be a Banach algebra for each c1 EZ. Let A = 
naal A,. Then the supremum of { V(A,) : c1 E Z} in the lattice of varieties is 
V(A). 
Proof: It is clear that V(A) c sup, t I V(A,). Let p be a polynomial. For 
each a E Z, 
IPI V(A) = IIP!la 2 MIA,= IPI V(A,)Y 
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so V(A,) G V(A); hence supolc, I’(A,) 6 V(A). Therefore SUP,~[ V(A,) = 
T/(A 1. 
3. UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS 
Let U be the lattice of all varieties. It is evident that the variety 1 of all 
Banach algebras is the maximum of U. The following easy lemma is 
included for completeness. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let p = C a i, i2 c Xi, X,, . . . X, be a polynomial. Then 1 pi, = 
C lai,i2...inl+ 
Proof: Let F be the free algebra on symbols Xi, X,, . . . and let (wn> be 
a fixed enumeration of the words on the alphabet {Xi, X,, . ..}. Let A be 
the algebra of all infinite series x = C c(,w, such that llxll= C Ic(,I < co. 
Then A is a Banach algebra and llplia 2 Ilp(X,, X2, . ..)/I =C laili *... J. So 
IPII =I: laili2...inl. 
Remark. By 2.1 and 3.1 we deduce that each Banach algebra is a 
quotient algebra of a closed subalgebra of a product of some copies of the 
Banach algebra A (defined as above). 
3.2. LEMMA. For each n E N, let N,, be the variety determined by the law 
IlX,X,..~X,ll =o. 
Let p(X,, X2, . . . . X,) be the polynomial 
+ c d,,,,...,,X,,X,;..X,,. 
k2n 
Then 
IPIN,=C Iail +C Ibili21 + ‘.. +C ICjlj2..-jnmJ 
proof: Clearly IPIN.GC laiI +C IbilizI + ... +C ICjljZ...,n-,l> SO it is 
sufficient to find a nilpotent Banach algebra A, of class n with 
IIPIIA,=C Iail +I lbilizl + ... +C ICjlj2...Jn-ll. 
Let F,, be the free algebra on symbols Z,, Z,, ,.., Z, subject to the relations 
z,,z,... Z, = Z for all i,, i,, . . . . i, and let (un} be a fixed enumeration of 
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the non-zero words in Z,, Z,, . . . . Z,. Let A, be the algebra of all infinite 
series (finite) x= C x,,u, where /Ix/I = C IanI < a3. Then A,E N, and 
IIPII A, b lIP(zr,, zi,, ...3 zi,)ll 
=I Iail +I lbi,i21 + “’ +C Icjlj*...jnmll 
so that 
lIPll&=C Iail +C Ibilill + .” +C Icj,j*-..jnm~I. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let U be the class of all varieties, Then: 
(i) N, is the minimum of U; 
(ii) f-J\{N,, 1) h as no maximum and minimum. 
Proof (i) For each polynomial pr of degree 1 and for all Banach 
algebras A # {0}, we have 
IIPIIIA = IPIll. 
We note that, for each Banach algebra B, if p1 is the part of a polynomial 
p of dgree 1 then I(pl/IB < llpllB (see [2, p. 4851). So by 2.5 and 3.2, every 
variety contains N,. 
Proof. (ii) By 2.7 and 3.2, for each polynomial p, 
IPI supN,=suP lpliv*= IPI1. 
n n 
Hence, U\ { N,, I} has no maximum. 
Now we shall prove that U\{ N,, 1 } has no minimum. Let 0 < CI < 1 and 
I/, be the variety determined by the law, 
Let A, be the space C3 with multiplication defined by 
(Xl, Yl? ZlNX2, Y294 
= (O,O, (a/2)(x1 y2 - x2 vl)) (x1, Yl,Zl,X2r Y,,Z,E~). 
Then A, is a Banach algebra with the norm 
IIGG Y,z)II =max{lxl, IYI, IA> (x, Y,ZEa=). 
Since I(XYIJ AU = a, IXYl V, = a. Since 
II XYII G inf I XYI “a I 
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is a law which determines A, V,, we have A, I’, = N2. Therefore, 
U\bL l> h as no minimum. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE LATTICE OF VARIETIES 
In this section we shall show how wide and how tall the lattice of 
varieties of Banach algebras is. 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let p be a polynomial and KE IR. A law 
is said to be a homogeneous law if p is homogeneous. A variety is said to 
be an H-oariety if it can be determined by a family of homogeneous laws. 
If L is the set of all homogeneous polynomials and V a variety then 
we shall denote by H(V) the variety determined by the family of laws 
1 IlPll G IPI V&L. If A is such that V= V(A) then we shall write H(A) for 
H(W)). 
4.2. THEOREM. Let V, be a variety, Vz an H-variety, and V, E V,. Let 
there exist a homogeneous polynomial p,, such that 
IPOI Y, < IPOI VZ’ 
Then there is an uncountable chain between V, andY,. 
Proof: Let a = (lp,,l v,/lpOl v2)1’(n-1) where n = deg p,,. Let a < t < 1. By 
2.5, there is a Banach algebra A such that V, = V(A). Let A, be the Banach 
algebra derived from A by changing the product on A to “0” defined as 
follows 
x0 y=t(xy) (x, YEA). 
For all homogeneous polynomials p of degree m, 
IlPIIA,= tm-’ IIPIIA 
so H(A,)c Vz. But 
IPolv,<t”-’ lPolv*= IPoIH(A,)4POlv*; 
hence 
H(4)s Vz and VI s VI v MA,). 
409/168/l-13 
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Let W, = V, v H(A,). Then 
h w,=max{/pol v,9 IP~L~~,J < lpol v2 
so W, # V,. Therefore for all a < t < 1, 
VI s w*s v*. 
Likewise, if a < tl < t, < 1, then 
w,, s w,,. 
4.3. COROLLARY. Between any two H-varieties there is an uncountable 
chain of H-varieties. 
4.4. THEOREM. Let A and B be two Banach algebras obeying sets of 
algebraic identities C, and C, (respectively). Zf 
then there is a pair of uncountable chains between H(A) A H(B) and 
H(A) v H(B). 
ProojI Let p0 = 0 belong to CA\& and p, = 0 to C,\C,. Let pb and 
pi be two homogeneous parts of p. and p1 (respectively), not necessarily of 
the same degree, such that 
lIPbIlL?> and IlP;ll.4 >o. 
We note that pb = 0 in A and p’, = 0 in B. Now 
I Pbl H(A) h H(B) Ginf{II~bll~, lIpbllB} =O< IlPbll~= MIH(B) 
and similarly, 
IP;IH(,4,AH(,3)< lP;lH(A). 
Let A’ and B’ be two Banach algebras such that 
H(A) = V(A’) and H(B) = V(B’). 
Then by 4.2, there are a < 1 and b < 1 such that 
V,= (H(A) A H(B)) v H(A;) (a<t<l) 
and 
W,= (H(A) A H(B)) v H(B;) (b<t<l) 
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are uncountable chains, respectively, between H(A) A H(B) and H(A) and 
between H(A) A II(B) and H(B), so that {I’,}, <,<, and { FV,}b<r<l are 
uncountable chains between H(A) A H(B) and H(A) v H(B). 
Now, finally, we shall prove that the chains (Vt}a<t<l and { W,)bcr<I 
are incomparable; i.e., that V, s W, and W,s V, when a < t < 1 and 
b -C s < 1. For such t, s, we have 
I~bl~,=max{I~bl~(~)~~(~), lPblH(A;J =O 
<S m-i IIP;)IIB=f-l IIPbllB*= IPhf(B,)~ IPblw, 
when m = deg ph. 
Similarly, lp~lW,<lp;l,,,. Hence {Vt}n<t<rl and {Wt}b<t<l are incom- 
parable. 
The following theorem will show that the lattice of all varieties of 
Banach algebras is also wide. 
4.5. THEOREM. There exists an uncountable family of varieties ( Var)zsl 
such that if a, p E Z and a # /I then 
va s vs and v, g v,. 
Proof: Let a= (a,):= I be a positive decreasing sequence of real 
numbers. Let 
w,(i)=ala2...ai (i2 1). 
Then 
Id= x=tr,,t, ,... 1: f l&l w,(i)<00 
i i=l i 
is a Banach algebra with the norm 
IIXII = f ISil w,(i) (x E Cl 
i=l 
and convolution multiplication. 
Let x1, x2, . . . . x,oIA and IJxi)I <l (1 di<n). Then 
lb, x2 . . .x, (I = c C’ xyxy . . . xi;’ w,(k), 
k 
where for all 1 < id n, 
x.=(x(,‘), x(i) 2 9 ... 1 
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and C’ denotes summation over all n-tuples (i,, i,, . . . . i,) with i, + 
i2 + . . . + i, = k. We have 
IIXIX2~ ..x,II <CC’ I$:‘1 w,(il) I-+‘l w,(iJ 
k 
. . . Ixi;‘l w,(br)(w,(k)l(w,(~,) w,(b) . . . w,(Q)). 
It is easy to see that for all n > 1 and for all i,, i,, . . . . i,, 
w,( i, + i2 + .‘. + L)l(w,(i,) w,(~*)..‘(w,(~,)))~w,(~)/w,(l)“. 
Hence 
lIx1-G .. . xn II G w,bYw,( 1)” 
x 11’ Ix~:)I w,(il) Ixf’l w,(i2) . . . Ixif’I w,(i,) 
k 
so that 
11x1 2 . . .x,1/ < w&)/w,(l)“. 
But, if e= (w,(l)-‘, 0, 0, . ..) then llell = 1 and [lenI\ = w,(n)/wJi)“, so 
lIJf1 x* . . xn II 1: = wa(nYw,( 1)” (n> 1). 
There is an uncountable family of positive decreasing sequences { acl}ore I 
such that for all a, p E Z and a # /3 there exist n, m with 
(for example, let acr= { 1, l/2 + LX, l/2-4 1/2-a, . ..). 0~ c( < l/2 and 
{n, m} = {2,3}). Thus the theorem is proved. 
In [2], Dixon derived the following result for Q-algebras (with a similar 
version for R-algebras): 
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4.6. THEOREM (Craw’s Lemma). For a Banach algebra A, the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) A is a Q-algebra; 
(ii) there exist M, 6 > 0 such that 
ll~lla,a GM ll~llc (1) 
for all polynomials p; 
(iii) there exist M, 6 > 0 such that (1) holds for all homogeneous 
polynomials p. 
But now, we shall prove that such a restriction to homogeneous 
polynomials is not possible in the characterization of the ZQ-algebras and 
ZR-algebras. 
4.7. THEOREM. Let V, W denote the varieties of all ZQ-algebras and all 
ZR-algebras, respectively. Then there is no H-variety U with V G U G W, 
ProoJ: Let A be the (two-dimensional) algebra generated by X with the 
relation X3 = 0. Then A is a Banach algebra with the norm 
IlaX’+ bXJI = [al + lb]. 
Let h(X,, X,, . . . . X,) be a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2. Then 
$ af’)X’, i a!‘)x’, . . . . ; ai”) = Jh(a’,‘), a!‘), . . . . a’;‘)j. 
1 1 
Now, if [Ii aik)X’j) < I, then Ia?/ < 1 (1 G<k<n), SO 
IlhllA d Ilhllc. (*) 
For h of degree 3 or more, (*) holds because llhll A = 0 and for h 
of degree 1, (*) holds for any algebra A. Thus A is in any H-variety 
containing C. But 
I(X3-2X2-XIIA~3>J?j=llX3-2X2-XIIc 
and by the von Neumann inequality (see [4,5]) 
IX3 - 2X2 - XI w < lpT3 - 2X2 - XII C. 
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So A $ W, and so the varieties of all ZQ-algebras and IR-algebras are not 
H-varieties, and 
Therefore there is no H-variety between V and W. 
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